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ABSTRACT
Background/aims To evaluate the performances of
deep learning (DL) algorithms for detection of presence
and extent pterygium, based on colour anterior segment
photographs (ASPs) taken from slit-lamp and hand-held
cameras.
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specificity=88.3%) in external test set 2. For referable
pterygium, the algorithm’s AUROC was 98.5%
(sensitivity=94.0%; specificity=95.3%) in internal test
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Conclusion DL algorithms based on ASPs can detect
presence of and referable-level pterygium with optimal
sensitivity and specificity. These algorithms, particularly
if used with a handheld camera, may potentially be used
as a simple screening tool for detection of referable
pterygium. Further validation in community setting is
warranted.
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INTRODUCTION

Pterygium is the most common degenerative, age-
related ocular surface disease, characterised by
an overgrowth of the bulbar conjunctiva that can

encroach to the central cornea at advanced stages,
causing corneal scarring, irregular astigmatisms and
visual impairment.1–3 Previous population-
based
studies showed that the prevalence of pterygium
was higher in rural populations compared with
urban, with the prevalence ranging up to 39.5%.4–10
In
under-
resourced
communities/countries,
where ophthalmologists are limited and not easily
accessible, most advanced pterygium cases are typically detected late. This often results in delayed
surgical intervention.5 6 11 Importantly, surgical
removal of advanced pterygium also carries higher
risk of postsurgery complications such as higher
rates of recurrence, corneal scarring, postsurgery induced astigmatism, and thus poorer prognosis.12–14 Taken together, it is important to detect
and refer moderate or advanced pterygium (ie,
those that warrant surgical intervention) timely,
especially in rural communities. Hence, to cater
for under-resourced communities, a new screening
method for referable pterygium cases (ie, moderate
or advanced pterygium that warrant surgical intervention), and one that is non-reliant on physical
consultation of ophthalmologists, is needed.
The advent of artificial intelligence and deep
learning (DL) potentially provides new solutions to
address clinical gaps. Past DL algorithms for detection of pterygium have relied on small datasets,
without validation on external populations, which
is critical for testing robustness of algorithms.15 16
In an attempt to address the abovementioned gap
of late detection of advanced pterygium in rural
areas, we designed and evaluated the performance
of newly developed DL algorithms for detection of
the presence of any pterygium and referable type
pterygium, using colour anterior segment photographs (ASPs).

METHODS
Study population/database description

We used clinical data and colour ASPs from the
Singapore Epidemiology of Eye Diseases (SEED)
cohort study.17 Sixteen thousand six hundred thirty-six eligible participants with pterygium grading
data were initially included. From which, 1366
pterygium eyes and 1566 non-
pterygium eyes
(randomly selected from an original pool of 15 192
non-pterygium participants, for the purpose of data
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Deep learning algorithms for automatic detection of
pterygium using anterior segment photographs from
slit-lamp and hand-held cameras
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Across development and testing sets, poor quality ASPs such as
those with image artefacts due to eye movement or blinking,
defocused images, and incomplete view of the nasal of temporal
conjunctiva, were excluded. Eyes with pinguecuela or mild
conjuctival naevus were also included in this study.

Acquisition of colour ASPs

ASPs in SEED and the external test set 1 were taken using a slit-
lamp attached digital camera (Topcon model DC-1 with FD-21
flash attachment; Topcon, Tokyo, Japan). During acquisition
of the images, the wide beam (diffuse illumination) was set at
45° angle from the viewing system, with magnification set at
16 times. The images were then stored in JPEG format (non-
compressed format).
ASPs in the external set 2 were acquired using a hand-held
digital camera (MEC-5-ASL-D7100-N85, Miles Research, California, USA). The camera setting was kept constant at aperture
priority dial, the side lighting illuminators were angled at 60°.
The images were stored as JPEG files (non-compressed format).
Finally, we resized all images to dimension of 224 pixels by 224
pixels.

Definitions of pterygium and referable pterygium

Presence of pterygium was determined from colour ASPs by
a single examiner (XLF), across all datasets. XLF also cross-
referenced with the original clinical recordings of the study eyes,
made based on slit lamp evaluations. In the event of ambiguity,
further adjudication was performed by ST and C-YC. The intragrader and intergrader variability of pterygium grading were
assessed, and discussed in detailed in our previous study.19 In
brief, two study ophthalmologists (XLF and ST) performed the
grading on 50 anterior segment photos. After 2 weeks, these
photos were graded again by one of the study ophthalmologists (XLF). The results showed that our grading had a good
intragrader agreement of 0.87 (95% CI 0.83 to 0.97), and intergrader agreement of 0.80 (95% CI 0.65 to 0.95).
Pterygium was defined based on the appearance of a fibrovascular subepithelial growth extending across the limbus onto
the cornea.20 21 On the other hand, the definition of referable
pterygium was derived based on findings and justification from
several past studies. For instance, previous studies reported that
pterygiums with encroachment onto the cornea >2.25 mm or
base width at the limbus >5 mm, were more likely to have corneal
astigmatism of ≥2 D, and thus ought to warrant for surgical
2

removal.22–24 In addition, previous study also showed that
medium-sized pterygium (defined as extension onto the cornea
with length between 2.03.5 mm and vertical length between
5.1 and 7.0 mm) also had higher ocular aberrations compared
with small-sized pterygium (with encroachment of <2.00 mm in
length or base width <5.00 mm).25 26 Building on from these
previous findings, we further defined referable pterygium in our
study, by using more stringent criteria of >2.50 mm encroachment onto the cornea (measured from the limbus) or base width
(at limbus) of >5.00 mm. The size of pterygium was measured
using the slit lamp’s measurement graticule. For images taken
using handheld cameras, the size of the pterygium was first
measured in pixels, absolute value conversions (to mm) were
done by taking into account the scale factors (microns/pixel)
of the handheld camera’s magnification. This method has been
described in detailed previously.18 27

Development of DL

The general design framework of the algorithm is provided in
online supplemental figure 2). In this study, we developed two
separate DL algorithms, one for detection of any pterygium, and
the other for referable pterygium. The primary inputs to each
of the DL algorithms were the ASPs, and the relevant clinical
labels (ie, pterygium status). With this annotated data, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in the form of VGG16 architecture coupled with batch normalisation layers were used.28 29
The convolutional layer weights were initialised based on the
ImageNet pretrained model.30 These CNNs were used to extract
features from the ASPs. Specifically, the ‘activation values’ of
the last CNN layer were ‘extracted’ and averagely pooled to
get a single dimensional tensor for each image. These extracted
features were then used to classify the image through a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) neural network which is also a part of our DL
network (as illustrated in online supplemental figure 2). The MLP
network architecture consisted of an input layer, a latent layer
and an output layer. The input and latent layer used Rectified
Linear Unit activations and the output layer used Sigmoid activation to give an output probability of the image corresponding
to a particular class. The number of output neurons in the input,
latent and output layer is 4096, 4096 and 2, respectively.
To further reduce overfitting, input images were subjected to
data augmentation processes (including random lateral flipping,
random rotation of ±10° angle, random shearing of ±10° angle
and random rescaling of between 0.8 and 1.2 times of original
image size). Model parameters were optimised using a scheduled
decreasing learning rate using the Adam optimiser along with
a weighted cross-entropy loss layer. Early stopping regularising
method was further used to prevent overfitting on the training
set by monitoring validation loss from the internal tuning set.31
Due to the greater imbalance between the positive and negative samples of referable pterygium in the training dataset, class
penalties were additionally applied while training the referable
pterygium model. The final outputs of the two algorithms were
the probability for presence of any and referable pterygium,
respectively. Details of the optimised model parameters, training
codes and the validation script were further described in the
following links: https://github.com/SERI-EPI-DS/pterygium_
detection/releases/tag/v1.0
https://  g ithub.  c om/  S ERI-  E PI-  D S/  p terygium_  d etection#
validation

Saliency MAP

To understand which regions of the ASPs were most likely used
by the algorithm for prediction of any pterygium and referable
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balancing) were selected for algorithm development and internal
testing. The detailed selection process was shown in online
supplemental figure 1). The dataset was randomly distributed
into a development set (N=1685; 2344 eyes) and an internal
test set (N=421; 588 eyes) based on a 80:20 ratio at individual
level, ensuring that was no overlap of data of the same individual
across the development and internal test set. The development
set (80%) was further divided into training (70%) and tuning
(10%). The internal test set was not accessed during model
development.
We further used datasets from the two independent studies
as external test sets. The first external test set was derived from
a clinical study conducted at the Singapore Eye Research Institute, consisting of 1001 subjects (1947 study eyes). The second
external test set was derived from the Outram Polyclinic study,18
consisting of 1904 subjects (3493 study eyes). All study subjects
provided informed consent.

Clinical science
Algorithm performances in detection of any pterygium
Detection of any pterygium
Testing sets

AUC % (95% CI)

Sensitivity % (95% CI)

Specificity % (95% CI)

Accuracy % (95% CI)

MCC

98.6 (97.0 to 99.7)

99.0 (97.7 to 100.0)

98.8 (98.0 to 99.7)

0.976

Internal:
 SEED

99.5 (99.0 to 99.9)

External:
 Set 1

99.1 (97.4 to 99.9)

95.9 (89.2 to 100.0)

98.5 (97.8 to 98.9)

98.4 (97.8 to 98.9)

0.782

 Set 2

99.7 (99.4 to 99.8)

100.0 (100.0 to 100.0)

88.3 (87.2 to 89.4)

88.6 (87.5 to 89.7)

0.400

AUC, area under the curve; MCC, Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SEED, Singapore Epidemiology of Eye Diseases.

pterygium, we generated saliency maps using the Grad-CAM
technique,32 highlighting regions in the image which contributed
more towards the predicted output (ie, hotter colour indicating
greater contribution).

Statistical analysis

To evaluate the respective algorithm’s performance, we used the
metrics of area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy. The optimal classification threshold was selected based
on the Youden’s index which denotes the maximal point for
sensitivity and specificity values (). The threshold value determined from the internal tuning set was 0.361 for any pterygium,
and 0.271 for referable pterygium. Additionally, we evaluated
the precision (ie, positive predictive value) of the algorithm
and plotted the precision–recall curves. The 95% CIs for these
performance metrics were computed using non-
parametric
bootstrapping with 2000 bootstrap replicates. In addition, the
Matthew’s correlation coefficient values (MCC) were also calculated. The MCC can be intepreted as a discretisation of the
Pearson correlation for binary variables.33 MCC values between
0.81 and 1.00 indicate strong correlation; values between 0.61
and 0.80 indicate good correlation; and values between 0.41 and
0.60 indicate moderate correlation. Values less than 0.40 indicate poor correlation.

RESULTS

We developed the DL algorithms using 2503 colour ASPs (inclusive of training and tuning) from the SEED study. We further
validated the performance of the algorithms using 629 ASPs
from the internal test set, 2610 from external test set 1 and 3701
from external test set 2. The mean age was 63.0±9.7 years in
the internal test set, 64.2±7.8 years in external test set 1 and

Table 1

62.1±7.0 years in external test set 2. Additional study participant demographics and characteristics are summarised in table 1.
We first examined the performance of the algorithm for
detection of any pterygium (table 2, online supplemental figure
3A). In the internal test set, the AUC for detection of pterygium
was 99.5% (95% CI 99.0% to 99.9%) with sensitivity of 98.6%
and specificity of 99.0%. In external test set 1, the AUC for
detection of pterygium was 99.1% (95% CI 97.4% to 99.9%)
with sensitivity of 95.9%, and specificity of 98.5%. In external
test set 2, the AUC for detection of pterygium was 99.7% (95%
CI 99.4% to 99.8%) with sensitivity of 100.0%, and specificity of 88.3%. The algorithm showed very strong correlation
(MCC=0.976) in the internal test set, and moderate-to-strong
correlation across the external test sets (MCC ranged between
0.40 and 0.782).
On the other hand, for detection referable pterygium (table 3,
online supplemental figure 3B), the internal test set demonstrated AUC of 98.5% (95% CI 96.4% to 99.6%) with sensitivity of 94.0% and specificity of 95.3%. The external set 1
demonstrated AUC of 99.7% (95% CI 99.3% to 100.0%) with
sensitivity of 87.2% and specificity of 99.4%. The external set 2
showed an AUC of 99.0% (95% CI 97.4% to 99.8%) with sensitivity of 94.3% and specificity of 98.0%. The MCC was good in
internal test set (0.745), and moderate-to-good across external
test sets (MCC ranged between 0.536 and 0.660).
In addition, we further evaluated the precision–recall curves
and only the internal datasets demonstrated relatively good
precision performance (precision of 97% for any pterygium,
and 66.2% for referable pterygium, online supplemental table
1, online supplemental figure 4). The poorer precision values in
external test sets could be due to the small number of positive
cases.

Characteristics of the development and testing datasets
Development set
(SEED）
Training set

Tuning set

Internal test set
(SEED）

Digital camera types

Slit-lamp attached

Slit-l amp attached

Slit-l amp attached

Slit-lamp attached

Hand-held

Number of subjects

1474

211

421

1001

1904

Characteristics

External test set 1
(SNEC clinic study)

External test set 2
(polyclinic study)

Number of eyes

2057

287

588

1947

3493

Number of images

2198

305

629

2610

3701

Age, years
Male gender, n

64.2 (10.1)

64.3 (10.2)

63.0 (9.7)

64.2 (7.8)

62.1 (7.0)

864 (58.6%)

114 (54.0%)

233 (55.3%)

375 (37.6%)

713 (37.5%)

1085 (49.4%)

160 (52.5%)

321 (51.0%)

73 (2.8%)

92 (2.5%)

219 (10.0%)

27 (8.9%)

53 (8.4%)

20 (0.7%)

34 (0.9%)

Number of pterygium cases (by images):
 Any pterygium, n
 Referable pterygium*, n

Data presented as mean (SD) or number (percentage), where appropriate.
*Referable pterygium defined as presence of pterygium with >2.50 mm encroachment onto the cornea (measured from the limbus) or base width (at limbus) of >5.00 mm.
SEED, Singapore Epidemiology of Eye Diseases study; SNEC, Singapore National Eye Centre.
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Table 2

Clinical science
Algorithm performances in detection of referable pterygium
Detection of referable pterygium*
Testing sets

AUC % (95% CI)

Sensitivity % (95% CI)

Specificity % (95% CI)

Accuracy % (95% CI)

MCC

98.5 (96.6 to 99.6)

94.0 (85.7 to 100.0)

95.3 (93.3 to 96.8)

95.2 (93.3 to 96.8)

0.745

 Set 1

99.7 (99.3 to 100.0)

87.2 (63.6 to 100.0)

99.3 (98.9 to 99.6)

99.3 (98.9 to 99.6)

0.660

 Set 2

99.0 (97.4 to 99.8)

94.3 (84.2 to 100.0)

98.0 (97.5 to 98.4)

98.0 (97.5 to 98.4)

0.536

Internal:
 SEED
External:

*Referable pterygium defined as presence of pterygium with >2.50 mm encroachment onto the cornea (measured from the limbus) or base width (at limbus) of >5.00 mm.
AUC, Area under receiver operating characteristic curve; MCC, Mathew’s correlation coefficient; SEED, Singapore Epidemiology of Eye Diseases.

In figures 1 and 2, the saliency maps highlighted regions
within the ASP which the DL algorithm likely focused on when
predicting presence of any pterygium and referable pterygium.
Generally, the highlighted regions corresponded well with the
actual site of pterygium.

DISCUSSION

Using nearly 10 000 images from population-based and clinic-
based datasets, we developed and tested a novel ASP-based DL
algorithm for the detection of any and referable pterygium.
The DL algorithms demonstrated optimal performances with
high sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, when applying this
algorithm on ASPs taken from hand-held digital cameras, we
observed a similarly good performance in the detection of referable pterygium as compared with ASPs from slit-lamp mounted
digital cameras. Our proof-of-concept findings indicate that this
algorithm coupled with a handheld camera may be deployed as
a simple, automated and cost-saving alternative for the screening
of referable pterygium.
A key strength of our study was the use of saliency maps to
elucidate the algorithm’s ‘decision-making process’ in making
predictions for any and referable pterygium. The highlighted
regions were congruent with the actual site of pterygium, showing
that the algorithm was making predictions based on relevant and
clinically appropriate features of pterygium. Building on these
illustrations, it is also conceivable to incorporate these clinically
informative saliency maps as part of the screening results during
deployment, therefore further facilitating the clinical adoption
of this algorithm.
Our study had subtantially larger sample size (n=9443 images)
compared with two previous studies which also developed a DL
algorithm for the detection of pterygium, based on ASP (Zulkifley
et al16 consisted of only 120 images; and Zhang et al15 consisted
of 450 images from single data source). The development and

internal testing sets of these two past studies were limited in
sample size, and external testing was not performed. Performance wise, Zulkifley et al reported an AUC of 0.97. On the
other hand, Zhang et al developed reported an accuracy of 93%.
In comparison, our current study demonstrated more superior
performance than these past studies in detecting any pterygium
(AUC=99.5%), and was able to further substantiate our findings
with replication on external test sets. Furthermore, compared
with these past studies, our algorithms were trained based on
dataset from a multiethnic population-based study. In addition,
external testing was also performed in two independent clinical
studies, further demonstrating the generalisability of these algorithms. Furthermore, both past studies15 16 only focused on identifying presence of any pterygium. In this regard, an algorithm
that detects any presence of pterygium would have poorer clinical utility and would result in unnecessary referrals because not
all pterygium cases (especially mild types) need to have surgical
interventions. For this reason, in our current study, we especially developed an algorithm which could also detect referable
pterygium, identifying pterygium type with substantial extension
or size which justifies for surgical removal. Although Zhang et
al15 also attempted an algorithm that identified ‘pterygium type
which required treatment’, the definition and criteria of this
pterygium type was not clearly described in their article, thus
limiting the interpretation of this algorithm’s performance. Additionally, to evaluate whether variation in pupil size (ie, dilated
and non-dilated eyes) affected the performance of the algorithm.
Using the internal test set, we further performed subgroup analyses, stratified by dilated and non-dilated eyes (online supplemental table 2). We observed that the algorithm’s performance
was similar across the two groups, indicating that different pupil
sizes unlikely affected the algorithm’s performance.

Figure 1 Saliency maps highlighting regions which the deep learning
algorithm predicted for presence of any pterygium.

Figure 2 Saliency maps highlighting regions which the deep learning
algorithm predicted for presence of referable pterygium.
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pterygium. Hence, further validations in larger clinical studies,
and subsequently in ‘real world’ community settings would be
needed to test the algorithm’s true clinical utility as a screening
of-
concept study, to determine the
tool. Third, in this proof-
best performance of the algorithm, we used Youden’s index,
which provides a threshold with balanced maximisation of
sensitivity and specificity. However, for real-world deployment,
other contextual factors need to be further taken into account
when determining the eventual classification thresholds. These
considerations include, the deployment site (ie, whether in rural
community screening sites or primary care facilities), local regulatory requirements for implementation of health technology
(which may require minimal levels of specificity and sensitivity
to be achieved before rollout is granted), and availability of
healthcare resources/ facilities for treatment (ie, communities
with finite resources may opt for a more stringent threshold
which would yield higher positive predictive value, to more
strictly identify those which truly require treatment.34 Fourth,
it should be noted that the ground truth of referable pterygium
was defined based on the presence of pterygium with >2.50 mm
extension towards the cornea or with a base width of >5.00 mm,
but did not take total area and fleshiness (ie, thickness)20 of the
pterygium into account. However, previous studies have indicated that horizontal extension along with the base width of the
pterygium23–26 have the greatest influence on corneal astigmatism and ocular aberrations. Thus, the omission of total area and
fleshiness from our definition criteria, unlikely had major bearing
on our findings. Lastly, the current study did not include other
limbal disorders such as phlyctenulosis, peripheral corneal ulcer,
limbal tumour. However, it should be noted that these cases are
rare, and difficult to be curated in sufficient numbers for DL
purpose. Future work which involves detection of various ocular
surface diseases using DL is viable. However, the development
of such DL model would require further curation of such cases
from large hospital-based studies.
In conclusion, we developed and validated novel ASP-based
DL algorithms, showing robust performance in external datasets, including one with hand-held ASP images. This suggests
our algorithm may potentially be used as a simple screening tool
for the detection of referable pterygium. Nevertheless, further
validation of the algorithm in community setting is required . If
validated, this algorithm may also be userful for under-resourced
rural communities, where ophthalmologists and primary physicians are scarcely available, and access to eye care is poor.
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We further investigated images which were misclassified
by the algorithm for referable pterygium. Across the internal
and external test sets, we observed a number of false negative
misclassifications for pterygia that were more translucent in
appearance (online supplemental figure 5). This indicates that
the algorithm was more likely to miss pterygiums of such semi-
transparent type. Hence, additional refinement and training of
the algorithm involving more of such cases may be needed to
further improve the algorithm’s performance. However, more
transparent pterygium is usually associated with less underlying
corneal scarring, and have a lower likelhhood of sight-treatening
consequence when not detected, compared with typical ‘fleshy’
type advanced pterygium.20 On the other hand, the false positive
misclassifications were mainly attributed to severe corneal arcus
and iris atrophy (online supplemental figure 6). The saliency
maps also further illustrated that the algorithm likely interpreted
these appearance as the ‘feature’ responsible for the prediction of
pterygium (online supplemental figure 6). This observation indicates that further training involving more cases of iris atrophy
and corneal arcus are needed, to minimise the algorithm’s false
positive rate. In addition, it is worthy to note that among non-
pterygium eyes with pinguecula and conjunctival naevus, the
algorithm still correctly identified these eyes as ‘non-referable
pterygium cases’, none of these cases were mistaken as false positive by the algorithm (data not shown in tables).
Despite the promising findings shown by both algorithms individually, we observed potential shortcomings of each algorithm if
deployed solely ‘on its own’. There were some instances whereby
the same image was classified as ‘absence of any pterygium’ by
any pterygium algorithm, but incorrectly identified as ‘referable
pterygium’ by the referable pterygium algorithm (ground truth
was non-pterygium). There were two of such misclassifications
made by the referable pterygium algorithm in internal test set,
43 in external test set 1 and 140 in external test set 2 (data not
shown in tables), indicating that the any pterygium algorithm
was more accurate in identifying non-pterygium cases. On the
other hand, there was another scenario, whereby ‘positive cases’
flagged up by the any ptergium algorithm were instead identified
by the referable pterygium algorithm as ‘non-referable’ (and the
ground truth was indeed non-referable pterygium). There were
157 of such ‘classifications’ made by the any pterigum algorithm
in internal test set, 43 in external test set 1 and 140 in external
test set 2 (data not shown in tables). This also indicates that,
sole reliance on any pterygium algorithm would indeed result in
unnecessary referrals of mild pterygium cases. In this instance,
the addition of the referable pterygium algorithm would help to
better determine if surgical referral was indeed needed. Hence,
in order to better leverage on the merits of both models, a
‘stacked approach’ which integrates both algorithms sequentially
may be viable for eventual real-world deployment (conceptually
illustrated in online supplemental figure 7). In brief, model 1
(any pterygium algorithm) would first be deployed to analyse
the image, if an ‘absence of pterygium’ output was generated,
no further investigations/actions would be needed. On the other
hand, if ‘presence of any pterygium’ was detected by model
1, then the same image would be further analysed by model 2
(referable pterygium algorithm) to determine if the pterygium is
non-referable or referable type. Nevertheless, future real-world
evaluation on the performance of this stacked approach in identifying referable pterygium is still needed.
Our study has several limitations. First, this study was trained
and tested on Asian eyes only; the generalisability of this algorithm to other ethnic groups remains to be evaluated. Second,
the external test sets in our study had limited cases of referable
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